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Chairman Adolph, Chairman Markosek and members of the committee, thank you for the 
opportunity to testify. 

The Independent Fiscal Office (IFO) recently provided background materials to the 
committee regarding the office, the economy and major General Fund revenue sources. I 
will not review that material in the limited time for opening remarks. Rather, I will use 
the time to summarize the IFO’s economic and revenue outlook for FY 2012-13 and FY 
2013-14. 

The office has been in operation for 15 months, and this will be the second budget cycle 
in which the IFO provides revenue estimates for consideration by the General Assembly. 
The next formal release will be on May 1, when our preliminary revenue estimate is due. 
By June 15, the office will release its official, or final, estimate for FY 2013-14. 

Although the office will not provide a formal estimate until May 1, I would like to take 
this opportunity to outline our current thinking about the state of the economy and its 
impact on our revenue outlook. 

Economic Outlook 

The national and state economies are expected to experience gradual improvement 
through FY 2013-14, but the rate of growth will remain weak compared to standard 
economic recoveries. Some notable trends include the following:  

• The Pennsylvania job market should improve at a moderate rate. 

o Pennsylvania employment is expected to expand by 69,000 jobs in 2013 
and 78,000 jobs in 2014. Those rates would put us on pace to reach pre-
recession employment levels (last achieved in 2008) sometime in 2014. 

o The unemployment rate falls to 7.2% for 2014. 



• Consumers are a critical factor for the economic outlook.  Due to restrained 
government budgets and weak overseas demand, consumers must drive economic 
growth. 

o Sales and use tax collections have been very weak.  For the first seven 
months of the fiscal year, collections are only up by 1.4%. 

o The expiration of the federal payroll tax cut and various federal tax 
increases will have a significant impact on disposable income. The IFO 
estimates that these tax increases will reduce Pennsylvania disposable 
income by approximately $7.7 billion in FY 2013-14. 

o Very recent sales data suggest that the payroll tax increase has already 
affected consumer spending, as consumers have cut back on purchases of 
discretionary items. 

o Uncertainty over the federal spending sequester and debt ceiling may harm 
consumer confidence. 

o On the positive side, since the onset of the recession, Pennsylvania 
households have been paying down debt and improving their financial 
condition. The improving housing market should boost consumer 
confidence.  Combined, these factors could bolster consumer spending and 
mitigate the impact of the federal tax increase. 

Revenue Outlook 

The revenue outlook for this fiscal year and next will be influenced by (1) the underlying 
growth of the Pennsylvania economy and (2) technical factors that affect collections.  

At our revenue conference held last month, the IFO projected that General Fund revenues 
would be roughly $75 million above its estimate published at the beginning of the fiscal 
year. (The presentation is available at the IFO website:  www.ifo.state.pa.us.)  To avoid 
confusion, it should be noted that our original published estimate for this fiscal year was 
about $80 million less than the estimate certified by the Governor. 

We have increased our initial estimate due to strength in corporate and personal income 
taxes that more than offsets weakness in sales and use taxes. We believe that two 
technical factors will enhance revenues in the second half of the fiscal year: 

http://www.ifo.state.pa.us/


• Lower than expected tax credit utilization and higher than expected transfers to the 
General Fund from tax enforcement-related activities. 

• Personal income tax revenues will benefit from behavioral changes that resulted in 
the receipt of dividends or recognition of capital gains in the later part of 2012 that 
ordinarily would have been received or recognized in 2013. Some of the additional 
revenue may have been reflected in the strong quarterly estimated payments in 
December and January, but we expect that most will be collected when taxpayers 
file their annual returns in April. 

For next fiscal year, technical factors play a significant role in our revenue projection. We 
expect General Fund revenue growth of approximately 1%. 

• The baseline growth in revenues for FY 2013-14 is slightly less than 3%, 
excluding any technical factors. That rate is consistent with an economy that is 
slowly expanding from the 2008-09 recession. 

• However, technical factors, which are unrelated to the underlying economy, 
greatly reduce the projected revenue growth rate. Approximately $550 million of 
revenue that we expect to collect in the current fiscal year will not be available 
next year. Those revenue reductions include: 

o $325 million from the continued phase-out of the capital stock and 
franchise tax. 

o $50 million in personal income taxes due to the “pull-forward” of dividends 
and capital gains from 2013 to 2012 in anticipation of federal tax increases. 

o $50 million additional impact from the phase-in of consumer behavioral 
changes due to federal tax increases. 

o $75 million from the diminishing benefit of timing changes that affect 
corporate net income tax revenues. For FY 2012-13, “bonus” depreciation 
provided a significant technical boost to revenues which will quickly 
diminish in future years. 

o $50 million from the expiration of a transfer to the General Fund from the 
PA Race Horse Development Fund. 

Thank you.  I would be happy to answer any questions that you might have. 


